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EresumeX opens its doors for business.

A

s part of a corporate
sponsored initiative to
get 1 million people
back to work EresumeX was
created.
Tagged as “The Resume Portal
With EX-Factor” this ambitious
project aims to remove all
barriers for job seekers to find
employment and gives recruiting professionals the resources to help job seekers find
those positions.
Resume management systems such as the EresumeX solution usually have a price
tag. The price tag for powerful resume management tools are justifiable as they give
recruiters and job seekers the best chance for successful placement.

The EresumeX solution is available
for NO COST to registered users.

WHAT?

WHY?

WHO?

WHAT?

SO WHAT DOES ERESUMEX DO?
E-resume-X has created a powerful software solution that manages resume information and
provides a systemized process for delivering information to the right people at the right time.

The E-resume-X software solution
is a sophisticated
Resume Management System.
E-resume-X works hand in hand with
recruiting officers across the country that
collaborate and work together to find job
seekers the employment they are looking
for.
E-resume-X also provides recruiters access
to 1000’s of current resumes that recruiters
can review and match the right skill sets
and experience to the opening’s they have
as they represent their business clients.
Last but not least E-resume-X provides
an open door for everyone to upload

their resumes into this powerful
Resume Management System, giving
the participants the control over how
recruiters and other employment placing
officers see the information they post and
keep their information completely updated
and relevant.
There is no cost for this service, and it is
not limited to individuals who are unemployed or seeking new employment.

This service is for EVERYONE!

WHY?

12

MILLION
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UNEMPLOYMENT
The US currently has 12 million people unemployed

WHO?

EVERYONE
E-resume-X works hand in hand with recruiting officers across the country
that collaborate and work together to find job seekers the employment they
are looking for.
E-resume-X provides recruiters access to 1000’s of current resumes
and can review and match the right skill sets and experience to the
opportunities available with their business clients.
There is no cost for this service, and it is not just limited to
individuals who are unemployed or seeking new employment.
This service is for EVERYONE!

Nothing can stop the man with the right
mental attitude from achieving his goal;
nothing on earth can help the man with the
wrong mental attitude.”

Thomas Jefferson

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ERESUMEX
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/SEARCHERESUMEX
WWW.TWITTER.COM/ERESUMEX

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/ERESUMEX

PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: JULY 16th 2012.
Corporate America Supports EresumeX Inc.
EresumeX Announces An Ambitious Goal To Get 1 Million People Back To Work.
EresumeX.com announced today they would be launching their no cost to use resume
management solution allowing job seekers and recruiting collaborators an opportunity
to maximize their job placement efforts.
The brain child behind the service, Ravi Bhave said, “This powerful database management solution has been created to streamline the processes associated with sourcing,
referencing and placing the right candidate with the right job. My goal was to remove
the obstacles that exist in an already challenged job market. If we cannot remove all
of the obstacles, we at least wanted to create a no cost to the user solution that would
make job placement efforts more streamlined and, for those recruiters that take advantage of the collaborative tools embedded in the application, more efficient and profitable.”
The EresumeX.com resume portal is tagged “The Resume Portal with EX Factor,”
meaning EresumeX.com is more than just an online job board. EresumeX.com provides a portal of professional resources and employment tools that recruiters and businesses across the country can use at no cost to them. As well, users who upload and
pool their resume assets into the EresumeX.com database receive numerous benefits
and job placement tools.
Company spokesperson Sean Abley states, “We know that the economies of the world
are hurting and that the rates of unemployment are painfully high, but with access to
the EresumeX.com resume database, the obstacles to permanent and satisfying employment are reduced. As more recruiting professionals embrace this tool, users of the
database will benefit and the mission of our company will be accomplished.”
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